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Časopis pro pěstování matematiky, roč. 102 (1977), Praha 

ISOMORPHISM OF PROJECTIVE PLANES AND ISOTOPISM 
OF PLANAR TERNARY RINGS 

PAVEL BURDA, Ostrava 

(Received January 29, 1976) 

In the last years isotopism of planar ternary rings was studied especially by G. E. 
MARTIN. The theory of planar ternary rings was developed together with the theory 
of projective planes so that there is the close connection between isotopism of planar 
ternary rings and isomorphism of projective planes. This article is supposed to be 
a contribution to that problem. 

I. PROJECTIVE PLANES, PLANAR TERNARY RINGS 

Under the term projective plane we understand an ordered triple (0, S£, J) 
where ^ , S£ are disjoint sets and J is a binary relation from 0 to S£ (i.e. J £ 
£ ^ x S£) and the following axioms are satisfied: (Pt) to every two distinct elements 

p,qe£? there exists just one element Le S£ such that p, qJL, (P2) to every two 
distinct elements L, Me S£ there exists just one element pe 0 such that pJL, M, 
and (P3) there exist four elements from 0 such that no three of them are in the rela
tion J with the same element of S£. The elements of 0 are called points, the elements 
of S£ lines, and the relation J is called incidence. The phrases "lies on" or "passes 
through" are also used for the relation J. From the axioms of the projective plane 
it follows that the number of points on every line is equal to the number of lines 
passing through each point. 

Let &>x = (9>u S£x, Jx), &>2 = (0>2, S£2, J2) be projective planes. Then each 
ordered couple of bijections (71, X), n : &± -> 0*2, k : S£x -> S£2 such that pJxL 
holds if and only ifpnJ2L

x is called an isomorphism of projective plane 0>Y onto the 
projective plane ^ 2 . With respect to the symmetry of the relation "to be isomorphic 
onto" it is possible to speak about isomorphic projective planes. 
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A planar ternary ring PTR is an ordered couple (Sf, T) where Sf is a set, \Sf\ _• 2, 
and T is a ternary operation defined on Sf, i.e. a mapping T : Sf3 -* Sf satisfying the 
following axioms: 

(i) Vn, b, c e y 3! x e y T(a, 6, x) = c, 

(ii) Va, b,c,deSf, a =f= c 3! x e ^ T(x, a, b) = T(x, c, d), 

(iii) Va, b, c, d e Sf, a =j= c 3! (x, j;) G <^2 T(a, x, y) = b, T(c, x, y) = d. 

If it holds in a PTR that 

(iv) 30 1 e Sf Vb e /^ 3b' e Sf Vm e ^ T(0*, m, b) = b', 

(v) 30 r e Sf Vb e ^ 3b" e ^ V x e ^ T(x, Or, b) = b", 

then the'PTR is called an intermediate ternary ring (ITR). The elements Ol and Or 

are called respectively the left and the right quasizero of PTR. The left (right) quasi-
zero is unique in the PTR R = (Sf, T). If there exists an element O e Sf such that 
T(0, m, b) = T(x, 0, b) = b for all x, m, b e Sf, then 0 is called the zero of the PTR. 

Lemma 1. If Ol and Or are respectively the left and the right quasizero of PTR 
R = (se9 T), then T(Ol, m, b) = T(x, Or, b) for any b,x,me Sf. 

Proof. For each b e Sf, T(Ol, Or, b) = V and T(0' , Or, b) = b" according to the 
axioms (iv) or (v). Since T is a ternary operation, we have V = b". 

Lemma 2. If R = (Sf, T) is an ITR, then the left (right) quasizero induces in Sf 
a permutation cp for which it holds: for each b e Sf T(Ol, m, b) = b^ for all m e 
e Sf (T(x, Or, b) = b* for allxe 9>). 

Proof. The fact that cp is injective in Sf follows from the definition of the PTR. 
If c e Sf, then there is b e Sf such that T(0*, Or, b) = c according to the axiom (i). 
Hence b9 = c and q> is surjective, too. 

We consider all the PTR's of the same cardinality to be always constructed over 
the same set Sf. 

If (Sf, Tj) is a PTR and a, /?, y, 8 arbitrary permutations in Sf, then the system 
(Sf, T2) defined by the relation 

(*) [T2(x, m, b)f = T^, m\ bd) 

holding for all x, m, b e Sf is called isotopic to the P T R ( ^ , T^. By verifying the 
axioms (i)-(iii), (Sf, T2) may be easily shown to be a PTR, too. With respect to the 
symmetry of the relation "to be isotopic to" it is possible to speak about isotopic 
PTR's. An ordered quadruple of permutations (a, ft, y, d), where a, p, y, 3 are 
permutations in Sf satisfying the relation (*), is called an isotopism of the PTR (Sf, Tt) 
onto the PTR ( y , T 2 ) . 
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2. ISOMORPHISM OF PROJECTIVE PLANES AND ISOTOPISM 
OF PLANAR TERNARY RINGS 

Theorem 1. Let R = ($f9 T) be a PTR, then the ordered triple (0>9 $£9 J) defined 
in the following way is a projective plane: 

0> = {(x, y) | (x, y) e <?2} u {(z) | z e $f} u {(co)} , oo $ ¥ , 

$e = {[m, b] | (m, b) e $f2} u {[/T] | n e $f} u {[oo]} , oo £ ^ , 

J <^ 0> Y. $£ and the following holds: 

(a) (x, y) J\m9 b\ o T(x, m9b) = y 9 (d) (m) ./[oo] for all m e ¥ , 

(b) (x, 3;) e/[x] for all x, y e ST , (e) (oo) J^[x] for a// x e ^ , 

(c) (m) J\m9 b\ for all m9be$f , (f) (00) ,/[oo] . 

The proof may be done by verifying the validity of the axioms (Pi) — (P3) 
in (&9 $£9 J). 

The projective plane from the above theorem will be called the projective plane 
over the PTR R and denoted by ^ 8 . 

Now let us have an ITR R = ($f9 T) and a projective plane ^ R over it. According 
to Theorem 1 all the points incident with the line [oo] are of the (m) shape for all 
me$f9 and all the lines passing through the point (oo) are of the [x] shape for all 
xe $f. Now let us choose a significant point (Or) and a significant line [0*] where 
0\ Or e$f9 O* is the left quasizero and Or is the right quasizero of the PTRR. 
According to Theorem 1, each point incident with the line [O*] is of the (0\ a) shape. 
However, to each ae Sf there exist just one be $f such that V* = a where <p is the 
permutation in $f induced by the quasizeros. Each point (Ol

9 a) may be recorded 
in the (Ol

9 b*) shape. Each line passing through the point (Or) is of the [Or, a] shape. 
Since T(0' , Or, a) = a9

9 it holds (0\ a9) J\Or
9 a\. The line passing through the 

points (0\ c9) and (m) is denoted by [m, c] because T(0*, m, c) -= c9. The point 
lying on the lines [Or, d\ and [x] is denoted by (x, d9) because T(x, Or, d) = d9. 

The following two theorems showing the reciprocal connection between iso
morphisms of projective planes and isotopisms of PTR's are given without any 
proof. 

Theorem 2. If the PTR's Rt and R2 are isotopic, then the projective planes 
^ R l , ^ R 2 are isomorphic. 

Proof. See [4], page 288, Theorem 9.3.3. 

However, the inversion of this theorem is impossible. An example of isomorphic 
projective planes over nonisotopic PTR's is mentioned in [4], Chapter 11.4. The 
following theorem answers the question which isomorphisms of projective planes 
over the PTR's with zero make the corresponding PTR's isotopic. 
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Theorem 3. If there exists an isomorphism (n, X) of a projective plane &>Ri onto 
a projective plane &>Rl such that (oo)* = (oo), ( O j " = (02) , (Ol9 O j " == (0 2 , Oz) 
where Ot is the zero of the PTR Rx and 02 is the zero of the PTR R2, then Rx 

and R2 are isotopic. 

Proof. See [2]. 

A suitable criterion can be formulated also for ITR's. 

Theorem 4. If there exists an isomorphism (n, X) of a projective plane &>Ri = 
= (jPl9 J£?i, J^ onto a projective plane &>R2 = (&2, S£2, J2) such that (oo^ -* 
= (oo2), (0\)n = (O^), [0[]x = [ 0 2 ] where 0[ and 0\ is the left and the right 
quasizero of the PTR R t = (Sf, T^ , while 0 2 and 0 2 is the left and the right 
quasizero of the PTR R2 = (Sf, T2), then Rx and R2 are isotopic. 

Proof. The assumptions of this theorem imply that: 

(1) there exists a bijection n' that is the restriction of n on {(x) | x e Sf} such that 
(x)*' = (y). It means that nr induces on Sf a permutation y for which x7 = y. 

(2) there exists a bijection n" that is the restriction of n on {(0[, x) \ x e Sf\ 
such that (0[, xf" = (Ox

2, y). It means that 7t" induces on Sf a permutation a for 
which xa = y. 

(3) there exists a bijection X that is the restriction of X on {[x] | x e ^ } such 
that [x]A' = y. It means that X induces on S? a permutation /? for which xp = >>. 

Thus (m)n = (my), (0[ , b*1)* = (0 2 , b*1"), [x]A = [V] for all x 5 m , 6 e ^.*) 
It is necessary to determine the images of the remaining points and lines with 

respect to the permutations a, /?, y. Since (Oi)* = (02) and (ooj)71 = (oo2), it is 
[oOi]A = [oo2]. Since (m)n = (my) and (0[, b*1)* = (0 2 , b*ia), it is [m, b]A -
= [m\ c]. Furthermore, it holds: T2(02 , m\ c) = b*1" and T 2 (0 2 , my, c) = c*2 

which implies c = b ^ 2 " 1 and thus [m, b]A = [m\ h919*2'1]. Since [x]A = [x^] 
and [0\, yf = [Or

2, y*1**2"1], it is (x, y")* = (JC>, z). It holds that T2(x*, Or
2, 

j,*-***'1) « z a n d T2(x*, 02 ,z*2 7 1) = z. This implies that z = j/" i a and thus 
( x , y ^ = ( x ^ , ^ i a ) . 

Since (7c, X) is an isomorphism of ^ R l onto ^R 2 , it is true that (x, j^1) J)\rn, b] ^> 
o (x, y"1)* . /2[m, b]A => (x*, j^1") ./2[my , b*1"*2"1]. This means that for all 
x, y9l

9 m,beSf for which the above mentioned relation holds, Tx(x, m, b) = y*1 

and T2(x", m?, b*1"*2'1) = y*1". Let (^apj 1 = <5, then we can write [Ti(x, m, b)]a *= 
= T2(x', m\ bd) for all x,m,be Sf. 

Let us state some corollaries of this theorem. Let be given two ITR's: Rx = (Sf, T J 
with the left quasizero 0[ and the right quasizero 0\, and R2 = (Sf, T2) with the 
left quasizero 0 2 and the right quasizero 0 2 . Let ^ R l = (&l9 Sex, St), &Kl ^ 
= (0>2, S£2, J2) be the projective planes over the given PTR's. 

*) <Pi> 92 are the permutations in & induced by the quasizeros from Rlf R2. 
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Corollary 1. If there exists an isomorphism (n, X) of the projective plane 0>Rl 

onto0>R2 such that (ooj)71 = (co2), (0[, bf = (0 2 , c), (O^f = (02) , then Ut and R2 

are isotopic. 

Corollary 2. If there exists an isomorphism (n, X) of the projective plane 0*Rl 

onto &>R2 such that [oot]
x = [oo2], [0[]x = [ 0 2 ] , (0 ' )* = (02) , then R t and R2 

are isotopic. 

Corollary 3. If there exists an isomorphism (n, X) of the projective plane 0>Rx 

onto 0>R2 such that [oo1]A = [co2], [0[f = \0\\ [0\, b\x = [ 0 2 , c], then Rt 

and R2 are isotopic. 
Now let us apply the results established in Theorem 4 to two suitable PTR's and 

the corresponding projective planes over them. Let us introduce several concepts 
needed in the example below. In a PTR R = (Sf, T) in which elements 0,1 e Sf, 
0 + 1 exist where O is the zero in R and T(x, 1,0) = T(1, x, O) = x for all x = Sf, 
two binary operations + , o may be defined by the relations T(x, m, 0) = x o m, 
T(1, m, b) = m + b for all x,m,be Sf. If T(x, m, b) = x o m + b for all x, m, be 
e Sf where the operation o has the priority, then R = (Sf, T) is called a linear PTR and 
we can write R = (Sf, +, o). 

Example. Let us have linear PTR's Rx = (Sf, +u°i) and R2 = (Sf, + 2 , o2) 
where Sf = {0,1,2, a, b, c, d, e,f}, in which the binary operations are given by 
means of the following tables: 

Table 1 Table 2 Table 3 

+ 1, +2 012abcdef 

0 012abcdef 
1 120bcaefd 
2 201cabfde 
a abcdef012 
b bcaefdl20 
c cabfde201 
d d e f 0 1 2 a b c 
e efdl20bca 

f fde201cab 

°i i 012abcdef 

0 000000000 
1 0 1 2 a b c d e f 
2 021dfeacb 
a 0adblfc2e 
b 0bfecl2da 
c 0celdafb2 
d 0daf2belc 
e 0ec2adbfl 

f 0fbce21ad 

°2 012abcdef 

0 000000000 
1 012abcdef 
2 021dfeacb 
a 0adeclfb2 
b 0bfldac2e 
c 0ceblf2da 
d 0dace2bfl 
e 0ecf2blad 

f 0fb2adelc 

Let us remark that the element 0 has the property of both the left nd the right 
quasizero of the PTR's Rt and R2. According to Theorem 1 the projective planes 
^ V = (^i> &\> ^i) and ^ R 2 = (^2 , S£2, J2) can be constructed in the above 
mentioned way. We show that if there exists an isomorphism of ^ut

 o n t o &**2 
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4, then R t and R2 are isotopic. 
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Let us define bijections n : 0>t -> 0>2 and X : £?
i -> <£2 such that (x, yf = 

= (x ot 2, y), [m, b]A = [m o t 2, 6 ] , (m)« = (m °1 2) and [x] A = [x ot 2 ] . It is 

possible to verify that x °{ m = (x ox 2) o2 (m 0l 2) for all x, m e £?. This 
statement together with the condition (a) of Theorem 1 imply the following 
results: if (x, y) <fi\m, b], then (x, yf *f2\m, b]A. For the other couples of incident 
points and lines from ^ R l the incidence in ^ R 2 is obviously preserved. It means 
that (n, X) is an isomorphism of the projective planes ^ R I , ^ R 2 . The following holds: 
(oOi)* = (oo2), (0)n = (O) and [0]A = [O]. The isomorphism (n, X) satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorem 4. 

If we construct an isotopism (a, /?, y, 5) of PTR's Rx and R2 in the same way as 
in Theorem 4, then xv = x 01 2, x^ = x 0jL 2, xa = x for all x e 9*. Since O is the 
zero in the PTR's RL and R2, we have (pt = (p2 = idy. Then a = S = idy and /? = y. 
Since (n, A) is an isomorphism and (x, y) J\\m, b\ o (x, y)n J2\m, b]A => (x^, y) 
<f2\m

p, b], it means that for each x, y, m, b e £f for which the above mentioned 
relation holds, x°im+ib=y and xp °2 m

p + 2 b = y. We can write x 01 m + 1 

+ i b = xfi o2 m
fi + 2 b which holds for each x, m, b e 9*, as can be verified from 

Tables 1 — 3. Hence the planar ternary rings Rx and R2 are isotopic. 
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